
July 1970 
Seabury Hall (probably), Makawao, Maui, Hawaii, USA.

Jimi makes two brief appearances in the Rainbow Bridge film, a strong contender for ‘Worst Film Ever Made’.  The first is very baffling He appears in his usual brightly coloured clothes, casually smoking a cigarette and leaning, with a rifle, from a window (outside of which a large USA flag is hanging) he assasinates a ‘Green’ politician making a speech (from a bacony where a large green USA flag is hanging) on how the government is conspiring to keep the people ignorant of the ‘facts‘  of the true cost of not following the ecological path. A very strange choice of assasin one would think. Then, while smiling broadly straight to the camera, he utters an indistinct phrase to the (presumed) audience “Padre comin’ back on your God damned head.” ???

In the other, after presumably drinking, at least, the nearly empty bottle of red wine, that he arrives with, a tipsy, stoned Jimi takes part in an awkward, ‘cosmic’ conversation, with “film director” Chuck Wein and “actress” Pat Hartley until, probably bored with it, he goes off into an improvised rap, with strong visual imagery and jokes too…

Jimi?  : Pat where are you?
Pat     : Dig, I’m here
Chuck: …Get rid of the wizards hat
Pat     : You just threw it in the ring
Chuck: The ring, is here
Pat     : I would have meant cheap trash values ha-ha-laylng-ha-on-ha-ha-everybody
Chuck: This is the, this is the spiders ring, we’re all part of celebratory movement, it’s 
moving us, without our even knowing that it’s being done 
Pat     : Well that’s too easy
Chuck: You want it hard all the time, why you want it hard all the time? 
Jimi    : ‘Scuse me…oops, oh-ho.
Chuck: Ah-ha, stranger from a strange land.
Jimi    : Oh, wow, this place gets tighter and tighter.
Pat     : Smaller than a toilet…. He’s just thrown his hat into the ring..
Chuck: I just got rid of my wizard’s hat, ‘cause I said there’s something happening, it’s 
happening in a group, you don’t need a leader, there’s no more leader
Jimi    : Leader for what?
Chuck: For anything
Jimi    : Why do I know you? I seen some flags, where I just pulled in, but I don’t know 
exactly! what’s goin’ on around here.
Chuck: They tell me when you see flags it’s got to be the temple, you think we were 
robbed at the temple?
Pat     : But if it was only true we could have done it, maybe we should have just done 
anyway 
Chuck: Is it that way with everything, “If it’s only true we could have done it,” sound like 
everything, you know, was back there, well that’s the pyramid. Morgue ha-huh.
Pat     : Well that’s what everybody keeps rappety tapping all night
Chuck: Did you ever dream you were in a pyramid?
Jimi    : Yeah, I got high one time, over in Florida, I thought it was some baby hasslein’ me 
to get in a pyramid, I didn’t know, maybe in one of my past lives, or something, [snores] whew.
Pat     : Oh
Jimi    : Pardon?..Yeah, I’m stoned now, so I have a, a pillow
Pat     : Listen, if your past lives ever did you any good, you wouldn’t have to come back 
and do them again, you wouldn’t have any past lives, only this one.
Jimi    : Only this one? Is that all you can find, this is the one?
Pat     : Well, yeah, but does it, the, uh-the thing is that people, result, well , why are you 
keep coming back doing your same trips?
Jimi    : Well [cough] whew 
Chuck: [?] All right he’s…
Jimi    :. What’s this about you being a wizard and all this “Throwing in your hat,” what is 
this about? You used to be a wizard I take it?
Chuck: Yeah
Pat     : Ha-ha
Jimi    : Well show me a trick that shows you have enough guts to give up your wizard’s 
hat an’ you... 
Chuck: Give me a beer.
Jimi    : A beer? Oh, great, now I get to play the tricks, oh, see this top? Flop! Mother 
Hubbard went to the cupboard and pulled out a last bone dry beer, for the lady [spoken to Pat Hartley] of course.
Pat     : Oh, thank you.
Jimi    : Hell, this…shit
Chuck: Well, you told me: “Anybody who wanted to could be Jesus.”
Jimi    : I told you that?
Chuck: Yeah, you told me that.
Jimi    : Well, right, pick up on it then
Jimi    : I thought there was a death going on around here, so, I seen a dead hat laying 
over there, it was stolen by Izabella..
Chuck: Death of the, death of the ego.
Jimi    : Death of the, oh, so you don’t have to be no wizard anymore?
Chuck: No, I can’t wiz anymore.
Jimi    : So, what you gonna be? You found a, you must have fell in love
Pat     : Ah-huh…….it’s hard, you can always reminisce somebody who sat next to you in 
third grade…I mean that’s the easy part, the thing to do is to try to find out where they are now’
Chuck: You ever seen anybody from third grade?
Pat:    : I just don’t want any trouble
Chuck: Can your remember back that far? Who sat next to you in third grade?
Jimi    : Yeah, I remember, yeah, my teacher sat next to me in third grade, because I was a 
dunce, she sat, she said it was the front office, you know, like, in the front desk and, like, did a thing, like, talking about, “Now this is an example” and at the same time she’s saying, “This is an example,” she’s touching my kneecaps, under the table, but, you know, I was there… 
Chuck: Third grade? that’s pretty cool
Jimi    : …I never could sit with everybody else, ‘cause she’d say, “How are you feeling/” I’d 
say something kind of spacey like, “Well that depends on what the people on Mars are doing,” she’d say, “Well, you go to the front for that,” so, I’d go into a little cubby-hole just like the-uh Gestapo motorcycles, you know, the little driver sits on the motorcycle and the commander sits in the-uh cubby-hole, you know.
Chuck: That’s the favoured position though, that’s the best position to be in..
Jimi    : Well, who knows?
Pat     : An’ I wasn’t doing anything
Jimi    : I didn’t know it then.
Chuck: You, you thought you were, you thought you were from Mars in the third grade? 
You little…
Jimi    : I didn’t think it actually, I just didn’t know what else to say to her, I got tired of 
saying, “Fine, thank you.” …  See, sometimes it gets to be-ah strenuous, for instance, like when you try and clean marijuana with steel, metallic tea strainers. Sin! Sin! Sin! You die the death of a rabbit being ran over by a big Mack truck, a sin, but then again you threw away your wizards hat and I got a book of matches in my back pocket, [to Pat Hartley] [whispered] we can light them at the fires… if we can get together…honey [next line spoken in a Groucho Marx voice] ”What’s your name? I like you, you know what I mean?” ….If you’re having a good time there’s no need in you waving your flag, or the good time flag type thing you say, “Yes, I remember the good time, wow, are you?
Chuck: What happens to the person…
Pat     : ‘Cause then the good time disappears, then you have to talk and to talk…
Jimi    : Yes.. yeah, all right…
Pat     : …so you sort of talk, you were having a good time….
Jimi    :You have to flow with it, yeah, Instead of talkin’ about it, I guess you have to 
just flow with the Tigris [river]
Pat     : Then you’re not doing it.
Jimi    : Because it’s not lasting forever, it seems like that, whatever
Chuck: Do you ever feel you’ve been totally out of your body, actually going 
somewhere, and not taking your body with you? Outer-space? Tibet?
Jimi    : Yeah
Chuck: Where do you go, when you go?
Jimi    : I don’t know, man, it seems like there’s this little cinder in space that’s just rotating, 
constantly rotating and there’s these souls on it and, like, you’re sitting there, like, as cattle at a waterhole, there’s no rap actually goin’ on, there’s no emotions that are strung out, actually, you know, the next thing you know, you’ll be drawn to a certain thing and all of a sudden the light gets bright and you see yourself being, the page being turned and you see yourself next to a Viet-ah, soldier, being cut down, you know, you arrive on the scene as it were everything is beautiful, lush,  green, brighter than day, flare pollution, and, like, you see  a completely crystal scene of a soldier being shot down and all of a sudden you feel yourself helping that soldier up, but not, not his uniform, but you’re feeling yourself helpin’ another vibe, another sense of that soldier, it seems like a soul of him, you know, you’re helpin’ but, and then you whisk back to the ah waterhole, or the oasis of the souls and you’re sitting there and you’re rappin’ again, or something, eating a banana cream pie and all of a sudden the next thing you know, you see, you look at yourself down at the left paw of the Sphinx and the tomb of King Blurr-ah and his friendly Phacians an-uh his ‘all night social workers’ [prostitutes] with mattresses tied around their backs, screaming, “Kerb service! kerb service! - you want? a dollar bill - kerb service! kerb service!” [ha-ha-ha Jimi the joker!] you know, with a third eye in the middle of a pyramid, ah, then we find ourselves drifting across the desert sands dry as a bone, but still going towards home and then, finally, things slip as Cleopatra a-appeared, giving you demands at the same time begging for-uh fetishes, “Invent something, or else I’ll kick your ass!” friendly kind of scenes, plus then a girl forms to be Peo-Peobatra, Peo what? And then all of a sudden-uh the Hawaiian mountains open up and call out and say excuse me for-while I-uh [imitates explosion] another thirteen thousand feet and we go higher and higher and Cleopatra has this beautiful raven hair and what are you supposed to do, man, except lay there and play the part and so, I’m laying there playin’ the part and a grape chokes me, almost, but I can’t let the choke come out, because, you know, I have to be together, right? so, I say: “Oh, phtt, gr-groovy grape wine there Cleo, ah, Hell, I mean, let’s get it on, forget about all that stuff back there and forget about you and your scene. Let’s just go out in the hills and relax and live.” “No, but I have this conscience, I must do this, I must do that, I must…” 
    “Oh, forget about it Cleo, man, you’re a woman, I’m a man, come on, let’s get it on, let’s go out and get ourselves a grapevine, out in the valley somewhere, for instance, the side of Mount Vesuvii, or something, I don’t know, Hell,” 
    “No, no, no, no, my parents, my traditions, my snake,” “tssh, “ “oh, you bit me in the ass again, you naughty asp.” 

Official transcription (part) From the inside cover of the 1971 Reprise Records LP ‘Rainbow Bridge: 


CHUCK: DID YOU EVER HAVE A FEELING OF BEING TOTALLY OUT OF YOUR BODY, ACTUALLY 
GOING SOMEWHERE, BUT NOT TAKING YOUR BODY WITH YOU? OUTER-SPACE? TIBET?
JIMI     : YES, HAVE YOU?
CHUCK: WHERE DO YOU GO, WHEN YOU GO?
JIMI      : I DON’T KNOW, MAN, IT FEELS LIKE THERE’S THIS LITTLE CENTER IN SPACE THAT’S JUST 
ROTATING, YOU KNOW, CONSTANTLY ROTATING AND THERE’S THESE SOULS ON IT AND YOU’RE SITTING THERE LIKE CATTLE AT A WATERHOLE AND THERE’S NO RAP ACTUALLY GOING ON, THERE’S NO EMOTIONS THAT ARE STRUNG OUT, SO, YOU’RE JUST SITTING THERE AND ALL OF A SUDDEN THE NEXT THING YOU KNOW, YOU’LL BE DRAWN TO A CERTAIN THING AND THE LIGHT GETS BRIGHT AND YOU SEE STUFF, A PAGE BEING TURNED AND YOU SEE YOURSELF NEXT TO A VIETCONG, YOU KNOW, A SOLDIER BEING CUT DOWN, YOU ARRIVE ON THE SCENE OF A SOLDIER BEING SHOT DOWN AND ALL OF A SUDDEN YOU FEEL LIKE HELPING THAT SOLDIER UP, BUT YOU’RE FEELING YOURSELF BEING HELD IN ANOTHER VIBE, ANOTHER SENSE OF THAT SOLDIER, IT SEEMS LIKE THE SOUL OF HIM, YOU KNOW AND THEN YOU WHISK BACK TO THE WATERHOLE, OR THE OASIS AND YOU’RE SITTING THERE AND YOU’RE RAPPING AGAIN, OR SOMETHING, EATING A BANANA CREAM PIE AND SITTING ON THE GREY HARDWOOD BENCHES AND SO FORTH AND ALL OF A SUDDEN SOMEBODY CALLS OUT AGAIN, BUT THIS IS WITHOUT WORDS, THAT WHOLE SCENE AND ALL OF A SUDDEN THE NEXT THING YOU KNOW, YOU SEE YOURSELF LOOKING DOWN AT THE LEFT PAW OF THE SPHINX AND THE TOMB OF KING BLOURRRR AND HIS FRIENDLY FACIANS AND THESE ALL NIGHT SOCIAL WORKERS WITH MATTRESSES TIED AROUND THEIR BACKS, SCREAMING, KERB SERVICE! KERB SERVICE! KERB SERVICE! KERB SERVICE! YOU KNOW, WITH A THIRD EYE IN THE MIDDLE OF A PYRAMID, AH, THEN WE FIND OURSELVES DRIFTING ACROSS THE DESERT SANDS DRY AS A BONE, BUT STILL GOING TOWARDS HOME AND THEN, FINALLY, THINGS LOOK UP AS CLEOPATRA IS HERE, GIVING YOU DEMANDS AND AT THE SAME TIME BEGGING FOR FETISHES, INVENT SOMETHING, OR ELSE I’LL KICK YOUR ASS! THOSE KINDS OF SCENES, A GIRL WHO CLAIMS TO BE PEO CLEOPATRA, PEO WHAT? AND ALL OF A SUDDEN THE HAWAIIAN MOUNTAINS OPEN UP AND RISE ANOTHER THIRTEEN THOUSAND FEET AND WE GO HIGHER AND HIGHER AND CLEOPATRA HAS THIS BEAUTIFUL RAVEN HAIR AND WHAT ARE YOU SUPPOSED TO DO, MAN, EXCEPT LAY THERE AND PLAY THE PART AND SO, I’M LAYING THERE PLAYING THE PART AND A GRAPE CHOKES ME, ALMOST, BUT I CAN’T LET THE CHOKE COME OUT, BECAUSE, YOU KNOW, I HAVE TO BE TOGETHER, RIGHT? SO, I SAY “PHTT. GROOVY GRAPE WINE YOU HAVE THERE CLEO, AH, HELL, I MEAN, LET’S GET IT ON, FORGET ABOUT ALL THAT STUFF BACK THERE AND FORGET ABOUT YOU AND YOUR SCENE. LET’S JUST GO UP IN THE HILLS AND RELAX AND LIVE.” “NO. I HAVE THE CONSCIENCE, I MUST DO THIS, I MUST DO THAT, I MUST…” “OH, FORGET ABOUT IT CLEO, MAN, YOU’RE A WOMAN, I’M A MAN, COME ON, LET’S GET IT ON, LET’S GO OUT AND GET OURSELVES A GRAPE VINE 


